Homemade
A homemade toy is a great way to save money while still
keeping your rabbit happy. There are toys that you can
come by at a zero to minimal cost. Some great ideas for
homemade or inexpensive toys are:

Come visit us at

www.rabbitrescue.ca
Check out our Rabbit Rescue Store
to see a full line of bunny friendly
toys including some very unique items!

Rabbit
Toys!

. Toilet paper or paper towel rolls. Can also be filled with hay
. Old phone books can be shredded. If you do decide to
let your rabbit play with a phone book, make sure you
monitor whether or not they are ingesting the paper

. Cardboard boxes (without wax coatings). Use heavy-duty
scissors or a strong knife to cut rabbit-sized doors and
possibly connect several using cardboard concrete forms

. Paper bags with or without treats or hay in them
. Pine cones washed and dried for at least 4 months
. Stuffed animals with no loose parts that
can be chewed off

Room to Roam
Don’t forget to provide your bunny
with a large bunny proofed area to roam.

The best rabbit toy is…YOU!

www.rabbitrescue.ca/store
Toys
Foods and treats
Rabbit apparel
Profits from our store go directly
towards saving the animals.

You are one of the best toys any rabbit can ask for. A rabbit
will climb on you, nudge you for pets, and binky around you.
Playtime is fun for both you and your rabbit.

For serious inquiries only please contact:
Haviva Lush haviva@rabbitrescue.ca 905.875.4343
Did you know? Rabbits teeth always grow. In order for them
to keep them at a managable length, they HAVE to chew. Insufficient
chewing can lead to expensive vet bills and a miserable friend!

Did you know? Rabbits diet should be 90% hay!
Choosing toys with a hay base can not only keep them
occupied, but help their digestive system too!

www.rabbitrescue.ca
Providing homes for Ontario’s rabbits...
One bunny at a time!

Rabbit
Toys!

What may work
for your rabbit

Toys are an important part of your rabbit’s day-to-day life. Rabbits can easily
become bored. Bored rabbits may become destructive rabbits.
They naturally like to chew, dig, climb, fling, hide, hop and
run. To avoid this behaviour manifesting in destructive ways
providing toys is essential.

Store Bought

Want to help animals in
need but can't adopt?
For a donation of $50 or more,
you will receive a certificate and a
photo of a bunny in our care.
The proceeds will then go towards
their spay/neuter or any medical
care ‘your’ bunny may need.

Here are some great store bought options for your bun:

. Natural mats and baskets: choose maize and sea grass

mats and willow baskets and bowls that are untreated

. Apple and willow branches: make sure any branches have
not been treated with pesticides

. Cardboard concrete forms available at hardware and
building supply stores for running through

It is important to keep in mind that not every bunny will
like every toy. Some bunnies will like toys that are noisy,
some like toys they can tear apart, some also like toys that
they can throw around.

Simple guidelines to
picking great bun-toys!
Safe to chew
Easy to throw
Makes a noise
Not harmful to
ingest

. Hard plastic cat, parrot or baby toys with no loose parts
. Hard plastic Slinkies, rattles, key rings
. Canning jar rings for tossing
. Compressed hay cubes with no additives are great for
pushing around and chewing

. A fleece towel is great fun for that meticulous bunny who
enjoys straightening out all of the wrinkles (watch for
signs of ingesting)

I'm enclosing my cheque for $
to Rabbit Rescue Inc.

Name:
Address:
City:
Province:
Email:

Postal Code:

This donation is a gift.
Please indicate the name and email address of the recipient:

Name:
Email:
Please detatch and mail your donation to: RABBIT RESCUE INC.,
1298 CARTMER WAY, MILTON, ONTARIO, CANADA L9T 6J8

Rabbit Rescue Inc. is a registered charity (86095 9824 RR0001)
and provides tax receipts.Your generous donation is desperately
needed to keep our rescue running!

Your donation helps save animals lives and they thank you
for your support.
Did you know? Rabbit Rescue has a store with many
rabbit safe toy options: www.rabbitrescue.ca/store

